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By Paula Winslow

I

Employees work
despite weather

It's one of those days when the
thought of trudging across campus
through two feet of snow makes you
want to stay in bed. But if you are a
University employee, such a choice is
not so easily made.
In the event of bad weather or cancellation of classes, contract employees, such as faculty and others paid
on a salary basis, should use their own
judgment in attempting to come to
work, according to Linda L. Hamilton,
assistant to the provost.
ACCORDING TO Richard J. Rehmer, director of Personnel Support
Services, a policy of "reasonableness"
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usually is followed in the case of adverse weather. Employees are expected to make a "reasonable" attempt
to report to work, depending on where
they live and the snowfall's severity, he
said.
"Even though University classes
may be closed, the operations people
are still needed to carry out functions in
the University," Rehmersaid.
Classified University workers, those
paid on an hourly basis, comprise four
separate groups. Personnel support
services include personnel administration. University Police and
health care employees.
Management support includes the
bursar's office and parking services.
Auxiliary support entails food service,

and technical support services include
custodians. These workers are needed
to provide meals, make repairs and
clear snow, Rehmersaid.
Rehmer said if workers arrive late
because of the weather, they will be
paid for the entire day. If they are
unable to arrive because of weather,
they can choose to count the time lost as
vacation or compensation time.

James R. Sharp, grounds coordinator, said that University Police
notifies him of the severity of weather
conditions. He than contacts workers to
clear parking lots and sidewalks.
"HIGH PRIORITY areas "such as
parking lots and walkways near the
library, residence and dining halls and
other campus buildings are cleared
first. Sharp said.
Crews can be called or asked to work
overtime whenever conditions demand
it, Sharp said. They are paid time and a
half in such cases.
On days when the weather especially
is bad and regular workers cannot
come in, the Student Government
Association and Army and Air Force
ROTC are called for support.

COMPLAINTS concerning this
compensation policy have been few, he
said.
"A lot of complaints don't reach my
desk, though." he added.
The University snow removal crews
are needed regardless if classes are
held.
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Rothe halts flexible summer contracts
By Cindy Leise
Staff Reporter

University Provost Kenneth W. Rothe
may have cooled dissatisfaction with
the contracting of summer faculty
yesterday by announcing his decision to
discontinue flexible pay contracts and
set up a special task force to study
summer sessions.
Faculty protests about last year's

experimental use of the flexible contracts i which paid faculty members
partial salaries if a minimum of 20
students in general studies courses was
not reached) came to a head last fall
when the local chapter of the American
Association of University Professors
(AAUP), the Bowling Green Faculty
Association and other faculty groups
said flexible contracts are unfair.
Rothe said he agreed that the con-

tracts were inequitable, adding that
they differentiated between professors
and
were
"not
appropriate
professionally."
"In the faculty's eyes, they were
sinking, not flexible, contracts," he
said.
Rothe also made public his plan for
this summer's sessions, which includes
a total budget of $1,285,000-$125,000
more than was allocated last summer.

Organization program readies
grad students for management
By Terry Pnlosnak
Staff Reporter
From the looks of it, you could guess it was a group of
crazy people attending classes from 8:30 a.m. to6:00 p.m.
Saturdays and Sundays on the 11th floor of Offenhauer
West.
Actually, it was a meeting of two graduate classes of the
masters degree program in organizational development
(OD) taught by Glenn H. Varney, associate professor of
management and Dr. Joseph Yaney, from the University
of Pennsylvania, and was held last weekend.
THE CLASSES, "Organizational Diagnosis" and
"Organizational Behavior, Concepts and History," are
two in a series of 10 classes required for graduation from
the OD program, concerned with managerial practices
and how organizations use human resources.
The OD program is relatively unique to the University,
Varney said. The program here was the first of four
existing at U.S. colleges, including Case Western Reserve
University.

Varney explained that the OD degree is one which
requires the completion of 46 credit hours in two and a half
years "and students get it in weekend classes."
Class sessions are held about eight weekends a year
during the first two years of the program, which begins
with a five-day session in October.
IN ADDITION to the weekend classes, the students
complete part of the program through at-wurk periods of
study.
To be eligible for the program, a student must be employed in an-organization and his participation must be
endorsed by his employer.
The employer must agree to provide an opportunity for
the student to apply course concepts and conduct research
within the organization.
The experience provided through the program helps
students build managerial competency through academic
study and direct application of concepts and ideas.
And that, according to Varney, is important, because
rapid social changes are forcing organizations to make
many major adjustments.

However, Rothe stressed that the
budget, which includes $40,000 for the
Continuing Education Development
Fund, (which develops new courses) is
contingent upon approval of the budget
committee.
"It's a good budget, a viable and
rational answer to some of the
problems we're facing, but it won't
solve the deep-rooted questions of the
faculty (about summer sessions)," he
said.
For that reason, Rothe said he will be
appointing faculty, administrators and
students to "a task force or another ad
hoc panel" to delve into summer
session controversies, which include
course selection, faculty pay contracts
and the viability of the sessions
themselves.
Faculty Senate, at its Jan. 3 meeting,
passed a resolution requesting the
study after a lengthy debate on the
drawbacks of current sessions.
It requested that Rothe's plan for this
summer, which had been scheduled to
be applied for three years, be discontinued when the special task force
finalizes a "flexible programatic
model...based on key recommendations" for summer session
budgeting and contracting.
Rothe, who resigned last week effective July 31 to return to teaching,
said those questions "will be up to the
next provost."
Several faculty representatives
applauded Rothe's decision to
discontinue flexible contracts and set
up a task force, including AAUP
president Elliott Blinn, who said that

SGA senator Linda Feldman resigns post
By Jamie Pierman
Staff Reporter
At last night's Student Government
Association (SGA) meeting Senator
Linda L. Feldman, representing
MacDonald Quad, resigned. She said
her duties as a resident adviser kept
her from evoting enough time to SGA.
SGA President Bob Wolf said Felriman's resignation was a loss for SGA.

but it "was not for selfish reasons" that
she resigned.
Senator James A. Gamellia Jr. was
assigned to conduct a search for a
replacement.
NEXT WEEK'S SGA meeting was
postponed until Jan. 31 so that SGA
members could attend a public hearing
at 8 p.m., Jaa 30 in City Council
chambers, 304 N. Church St., to discuss
the possible construction of sidewalks

on the west side of South College Drive
from Fourth Street to Napoleon Road.
Wendell Jones, a former councilman
for Ward Two, which includes the area
of the proposed sidewalks, said the
assessment for the sidewalks will cost
about $11,000. Part of that sum will be
paid by the city. Most of the assessment
will be paid by persons whose property
abuts the affected streets.
According to Jones and preliminary

figures from the city, property owners
will pay about $4 a month for 20 years to
pay for the sidewalks.
Jones urged SGA and all students to
attend the hearing, adding that "your
voice would be very effective."
Dale F. Schaffer, director of
management support services, explained to SGA how University parking
services operate and presented several
proposals for new parking systems.

flexible contracts are "particularly
offensive," paying professors "by the
luck of the draw in course selection."
However, not all of the deans who
first heard Rothe's plan in their closed
Dean's Council meeting last Friday
said they liked it.
Dr. Karl E. Vogt. dean of the College
of Business Administration, said
flexible contracts "worked very well"
for the business college last summer.
"We had various information
sessions and our faculty knew the
advantages and drawbacks of flexible
scheduling," he said, adding that
course selection may be better under
flexible contracts and more faculty will
be contracted, although they may
choose to be contracted for partial pay.
"This way we've precluded that
flexible contracts cannot be a part of
our inventory of summer session
possibilities," Vogt said.
Rothe agreed that a slight drop in

faculty employment and course
selection may result from straight
contracting, but said faculty members
can be secure in knowing that they will
be paid equally.
He said the total of $40,000 budgeted
for the new courses in the Continuing
Education Development Fund partially
would solve both those problems,
because it will allow for new courses
taught by additional faculty members.
Dr. John G. Eriksen, dean of the
College of Arts and Sciences, told the
News he has prepared a press release
detailing his objections to Rothe's plan,
but the News was unable to receive a
copy of that statement.
The summer budget is allocated to
colleges to divide into course offerings
as follows: Health and Community
Services, $12,400; Musical Arts,
$54,500; Arts and Sciences, $547,816;
Business Administration, $164,934; and
Education, $465,350.

Inside the News
Former President Gerald Ford once said. "There are only three
major vehicles lo keep us informed as to what is going on in
Washington:
the electronic media, the print media and
Doonesbury...nol necessarily in thai order."
It's been nine long months since financial problems forced the
News to cancel Garry Trudeau's "Doonesbury" comic strip.
That's nine months that the many "Doonesbury" addicts on
campus have been forced to scrounge the editorial pages of the
Blade for their daily fix.
Well, scrounge no more. On page 4 of today's News, all the
"Doonesbury" folk make a triumphant return to campus. We'll
run (HO strips on Tuesday and Friday and one each on Wednesday
and Thursday.
Enjoy, enjoy.

Weather

Cloudy
Hlgh35F(2C)
Low20F(-6C)
70 percent chance of percipitation

He's mired, tired and perspired
In efforts to remove snow from streets and sidewalks, University snowplows sometimes deposit the snow in
inconvenient places. When sophomore Toby M. Vonck finally reached his car, which was buried in drifts of
plowed snow for two weeks, he found he still had to dig it out of the snow. After uncovering the car,
parked across from Bromfield dorm, he discovered a buried engine

also.
Newsoholos by Gerry Nemeih

opinion

'judgment is founded on truth..

paulpourri

should have closed era debate discussion debatable
university f riday
Why weren't classes cancelled last Friday?
Although Northwest Ohio did not suffer as much from last week's
storm as did other parts of the state, road conditions were bad enough to
warrant the cancellation of classes. Many commuter students, as well as
faculty and staff members, were unable to reach the University. Those
who did battle the snow worried about how the roads (which were getting
worse) would be when they went home.
University Provost Kenneth W. Kothe. who decides if classes should be
cancelled, said conditions were not bad enough Friday to cancel classes,
adding that the vast majority of persons connected with the University
live within a few miles of the campus.
The University policy concerning class cancellation reflects "the best
interests of the largest number of people." Rothe said. The University is
considered to be residential, he said, adding that classes should be held
whenever possible.
Still, commuters, though a minority of the total student population,
had to battle the snow or miss class.
Some professors, faced with less than 50 percent attendance,
dismissed classes early rather than go over the material again when the
other students returned.
If the roads weren't that bad. why did the University close at 4 p.m..
after most of the classes had ended for the week? It's a good example of
"Too little, too Uiti\"
The News recognizes the problem facing Rothe, for it is hard to make
up cancelled classes. But last Friday, classes should have been cancelled
all day, or afternoon at the very least.

hew on wrong track
accusing amtrak
The Department of Health. Education and Welfare (HEW) is on the
wrong track with its recent accusations concerning a promotion by
Amtrak.
Amtrak, the financially struggling national rail passenger service, is
joining with the Kellogg Co. to give a child a free ticket to any stop in the
Amtrak system in exchange for three cereal boxtops. The only stipulation
is ih.ii the child must be accompanied by an adult.
The issue developed when the director of HEW's Office of Consumer
Affairs accused the rail service of contributing to tooth decay by
promoting the sale of sugar-coated cereals.
The director asked Amtrak to consider if parents will be able to save
enough money on reduced fares to cover the cost of dental bills incurred
by the sugar-coated cereal eaten by their children.
Apparently, HEW's accusations are unfounded. Two of the three
cereals involved in the promotion - raisin bran and corn flakes - are not
sugar coated.
HEW seems to be a bit reactionary by making accusations without
checking any of the pertinent facts. In doing so, it makes itself appear
Inefficient and harms its credibility when it tackles more significant
issues.
II HEW wants to maintain its credibility, it should know what it is
talking about before it makes any accusation.

Last Wednesday was the big event, a
debate between Equal Rights Amendment (ERA) supporter Karen DeCrow
and ERA opponent Phyllis Schlaflyboth national leaders of their causesright here in little old Bowling Green.
I considered other options available
for that evening and decided that I did
not want to cheer the basketball team to
another close loss, nor did I want to
reduce myself to watching "Charlie's
Angels" on television, nor did I want to
study, so I chose to attend the debate,
along with 2,200 others.
In a journalistic fashion I listened to
the debate as objectively as I could, in
order to consider both sides. When a
person doesn't listen objectively, he
usually doesn't hear more than half the
words being spoken, those of the side he
agrees with.

I CAME OUT OF the debate with
some new insights on both sides and a
desire not to fully commit myself to one
side.
A couple of friends had other things in
mind, however. On my way out of the
Grand Ballroom, two friends, Julie and
Jill, approached me from opposite
directions, greeting me at about the
same time.
"Hi, Paul. What did you think of the
debate?" Julie asked. "Wasn't Karen
super ?"
"Well, yes, she made some good
Doints." I said.

complaints
complaint
Whether it was on WFAL's
"Talkline" or in the BG News, I have
heard or seen many ideas and feelings
that I did not completely agree with.
One opinion stands out which appeared.
in the Jan. 20 issue of the News that I
feel is wrong in part.
One editorial, written by Mr. Frank,
stated that too many students complain
about the weather, that we should
accept it as part of "campus life," and

Wasn't that a good point? "

"You're kidding, aren't you?" Jill
asked. "You don't believe any of that
garbage Karen said.
Don't you think
Phyllis Schlafly was dynamic?"
"Yes, she said a lot of interesting
things, too," I said.
"Like what?" Julie asked.
"Well..."

"I suppose..."
"Good point? Who wants to go to
war?" Jill responded. "And what about
female roles? Don't you agree that the
ERA movement gives women a
negative attitude about themselves and
the world they're facing, Just like
Phyllis said?"
I was getting a little nervous. We
weren't even to the stairway, yet.

"I GUESS," I weakly responded.
"You guess?" Julie said, rather
sharply. "I suppose you also guess that
women should stay at home, all comfy
cozy while the men move up in the
world. No wav. Paul. I'm surprised at

'I came out of the debate with some new
insights on both sides and a desire
not to fully commit myself to one side.'
"LIKE WOMEN LOSING the draft
exemption and support from their
husbands, that's what he means, don't
you, Paul?" Jill suggested.
"Well, I..."
"But that's a lot of bull, Paul," Julie
retorted. "What about what Karen said
about being man-haters because re
send them to war and not us, too?

you. What about the changing attitude
of men, that they don't want to be
dictator all the time?"
"That makes sense..."
"No it doesn't, Paul," Jill retorted.
"Like Phyllis said, you can't have a SOSO marriage and expect it to survive."
"They can, too, Paul," Julie replied.
"This is a democracy.lt should work
that way."

that any complaints about the weather
are also directed against the University.
First of aU, campus life depends on
the efforts of the administration, the
faculty and the student body. Campus
life does not depend on the geographical
location of the school (after all, the
University is hardly to blame for high
winds or drifting |.
However, a more important point
does rise out of Mr. Frank's article, one
which I believe in strongly. That point
is that students have a bad habit of
complaining about everything and
anything. It seems that students the
world over have an incurable obsession
to be pessimistic, an attitude that can

hardly be beneficial to any institution
or community.
The only obvious way to avoid this is
to look for the good side of things on
campus: instead of complaining about
problems with foreign teachers, look
for the benefits of them being here; do
not continuously look at the bad
weather for what it is now, think of how
it will be in April or May.
Do not go out of your way to find good
things whUe ignoring the bad (which
can also be harmful), but be pragmatic
when looking at things; look for both
the good and the bad sides of an issue,
keep things in their proper perspectives.

r$ IT AGGER

"OF COURSE YOU don't know.
You're not a womaa" Julie said. "You
don't know about not being in control of
your body."
"You can't just kill people you don't
want, Paul. What about Hitler?"
"Prohibiting abortions will not stop
them.Paul. It'll just make poor women
die," Julie shouted.
"Five million unborn babies have
been killed since the Supreme Court
made it all right'Jill yelled. "How can
you support that?"
"How can you say a woman doesn't
have a say over her own body?" Julie
shouted.
"You animal," JUT shouted, then she
hit me and left.
"You pig," Julie yeUed, then she hit
me and left
I was feeling so guilty and confused, I
hit me and left.
I'm not sure if my opinion was altered
greatly by the debate, but I have to
admit that the whole affair left quite an
impression on me.
Paul I .intern, pro and con, is editorial
editor
of
the
News.

Even though this was not Mr. Frank's
primary idea (I've already discussed
that) of his letter, it should still be
recognized because if we faU to keep
looking for some good in the world we
might just lose our hope in the future.
Without that hope the main driving
force in our existence might just
disappear, too.
Keith Jameson
431 Bromfield

parking
disservices
I
Before I get started let* me ask this
question. What do the car owning
students of B.G.S.U. pay their hard
earned $20.00 to Parking Services for? I
am inclined to believe that we pay this
money for that terrific looking little
blue sticker for our bumpers and that is
the only "service" we get out of it
I park over in the lot by the TV
station and quite frankly I am damned
tired of wondering what malady will
befall my car at the end of each week.
Two weeks ago my antenna was
twisted in a circle along with those of
other cars nearby. Do they spend some
of our money to patrol the lots? I don't
believe that they do.
This week, weather was the problem.
Was the lot plowed? NO! Again I ask,
Where does our money go? They
probably use it to print more stickers
for next year.
I hope that this letter will catch the
eye of other dissatisfied students and I
implore these students to let their
feeling be known.

start the day off, write
The News welcomes reader response to editorial comment as well as opinions
on topics of student interest, in the form of letters to the editor and guest
columns.
AU correspondence should be typewritten and triple-spaced. Only those
letters and columns signed and listing the author's address and phone number
for verification will be accepted.
Letters to the editor may not exceed 300 words (30 typed lines). Columns are
not to be more than 60 typed lines.
The News reserves the right to reject letters or portions of letters that are
deemed in bad taste or malicious. No personal attacks or namecalling will be
published. If a large number of correspondence refers to a particular subject, a
representative sample will be used.
Correspondence may be sent to: Editorial Editor, The BG News, 106
University Hall.

SKXL-US. OFRCIALS ARE TEWED, WITH CERTAIN RETRO

"Well, I..." The front door was in
sight
"What about abortion?" they both
asked. I knew it was coming.
"I don't know, I imagine..."
"You don't know?" JUT asked. "You
don't know whether it's right to murder
another human being?"

,T0 QUK1I0N1SN6SUN RNKK

JohnR.Deliman
141 Kohl Hall

guest columnist

The STi 7ews

where has all the courage gone?
Page!
Always maintain your courage of
conviction even when you're stuck in a
mound of hoary snow...in Commuter
Parking Lot Number Four...with a
fuming gold Pinto...at 5:30 p.m...wind
chill factor-zero.
Picture the same thing happening the
following day and the day after that.
Watch me finally park my car in the
snow-cleared parking lot of the
Administration Building. See me get a
pretty yeUow ticket.
Imagine a string of cuss words
emerging from my not-so-frozen
mouth-echos of an old Jane Fonda
rally.
Feel my helplessness as I kick the car
in anger.
Psychologists tell us that frustration
leads to depression which may account
for the sudden burst of tears in the
middle of my last class or conversely,
why I often huddle Into the comer of my
desk in a catatonic position.

mailbox which is hidden in three feet of
accumulated ice. Only the frozen red
flag identifies its where-abouts which
I'm sure the maU truck appreciates.
But I feel I have a legitimate excuse for
the rotten conditions in which we exist,
which, in order of importance are: (1)
Two teen-age boys who don't know what
the definition is of a snow shovel and (2)
the snow-blower is constantly in the
repair shop after the boys have used it
to make money clearing off the neighbor's drive-way.
AT PRECISELY 5:19 p.m. I hear the
papers begin to rattle and coats zipping
up. Exactly one minute later the
building vacates and I too, in a numb
(or is it frozen?) state, trudge toward
the ordeal that invaribly awaits me
three slippery blocks from the
Education Building.
Now Parking Lot Four resembles my
drive-way, which In turn resembles the
snows of Kilimanjaro. At my house It Is
a life-death ordeal to try and locate the

But what
excuse does theBGSU
Maintenance Department have?

DO THEY forget that we, the
desolate commuters of Parking Lot
Four exist just because we're sandwiched between two elderly buildings
and a railroad track?
Coupled with the immediate problem
of the treacherous Snow Age, Lot Four
is not covered with nice, neat deposits

of volcanic rock as the regions of
Kilimanjaro are. Instead, it is dotted
with dirty coal chips plus thick layers of
imbedded soot.
I am trying to accept the fact that I
have already ruined my "Take Time To
Smell The Flowers" book bag through
stain a/id grit, and have scrubbed holes
in my 'combat boots trying to remove
the grime.
But what upsets me most are the
towing fees and car repair bills that I
have paid since this term began. They
are comparable only to the National
Defense Budget and-or my nonresident
rates.
I still plan to maintain the courage of
my convictions over Commuter
Parking Lot Number Four.
Tomorrow at precisely S: 19 p.m. I am
planning my Brat nervous breakdown.
I've requested the hospital billing be
sent to BGSU—o-o the Maintenance
Department.
I.ynne Hohensee Five Is a itudent it
the University.
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Day in Review
•^ From Attocioivd Pr«i K»oort*

Men watchers take advantage of winter
The first four winners in the South Hartley. Mass., "Most Watchable Man" contest-in
which only women could vote-were no surprise. They were actors Burt Reynolds. Clint
Eastwood, actor-singer Kris Krist off crson and actor Robert Bedford.
fying singer-actor John Denver for fifth place, however, were consumer advocate Ralph
Nader and the Rev. Ralph A. DiOrio, a Roman Catholic clergyman known as "the healing
priest of Worcester.''
DiOrio, reputed to have extraordinary healing powers, recently has been drawing
thousands to his controversial public meetings around Massachusetts.
The contest was held "to get.us out of the winter doldrums," said Constance Clancy, the
town's chief librarian. She said 54 women cast ballots last week at the two town libraries.

Energy, education rank
high on Carter's budget

Deadly chemical spill
prompts evacuation of 500

President Carter sent Congress a 1979
budget yesterday calling for $25 billion in
tax cuts, higher spending on defense,
energy and education, but no big outlays
for new programs.
Even so, the magnitude of the proposed
spending, {500.2 billion, brought critical
comment from some key members of
Congress.
"I would like to see us under $500
billion," House Speaker Thomas P. O'Neill
told reporters.
Rep. George H. Mahon, D-Tex.,
chairman of the House Appropriations
Committee, recalled that a $6 billion
budget was considered unbelievably high
in 1935, the year he entered Congress.
Mahon applauded Carter's announced
intention of working with the private
sector of the economy to reduce unemployment. But he said accompanying
proposals for spending and large tax cuts
to stimulate the economy involve considerable risks and "the greatest risk
appears to be inflation."
The budget estimates $439.6 billion in
receipts against the outlays. This would
leave the government operating in the red
by $60.6 billion, only a little less than the
estimated $61.8 billion deficit for the
present year.

A Chessle system freight train derailed
on the northern edge of Point Pleasant, W.
Va., yesterday, spilling 20,700 gallons of
deadly chemicals and causing some 500
persons to be evacuated from their homes.
The derailment, involving eight cars,
occurred shortly before 6 a.m., according
to Chessie officials. They said one of the
cars contained epichlorohydrin, a highly
toxic flammable chemical, which was
being transported from Texas to Stauffer
Chemical Co. plant near Gallipolis, Ohio.
The chemical spread over 90,000 square
feet, an area three times as long as a
football field and 100 feet wide. Authorities
said the deadly substance contaminated
three of the five wells that supply Point
Pleasant's water system.
Three of the wells were shut down
yesterday morning and the other two were
closed at 5 p.m. Water company officials
said they did not know when the wells
would be reopened and said the city would
run out of water some time today.
Only one injury was reported as of late
yesterday afternoon. A fireman. Junior
Gillespie, 29, was overcome by fumes
while working at the spill. He was
hospitalized for observation, a state police
spokesman said
State Police Supt Harley Mooney said
the evacuations took place because
authorities feared the liquid chemical
might vaporize and be inhaled.
"We're dealing with epichlorohydrin, a
highly toxic flammable chemical," said
Mooney. The temperature is in our favor
now, but the chemical could begin to
vaporize if it gets much warmer.

iffe says popularity, cost
keeps him from race
House Speaker Vernal G. Riffe Jr.
bowed out yesterday as a prospect for the
Democratic gubernatorial nomination,
citing the realities of a costly primary
fight and his lack of statewide recognition
as major reasons.
Instead, the 52-year-old speaker said he
will seek re-election to his House and
leadership posts, devoting full energy to
local campaigns to retain Democratic
control of the Legislature.
Riffe's long-awaited decision, coming in
advance of this week's legislative session,
immediately turned attention across the
State house where Senate Majority Leader
Oliver Ocasek, D-Akron, also has been
entertaining thoughts of being governor.
Ocasek said he will make his plans known
Thursday.
Riffe said he didn't know if Ocasek will
run, or even if the senator had made up his
mind. The same was true, he said, with
regard to the speaker's knowledge of the
intentions of Democratic Attorney General
William J. Brown, another reported
prospect.
Lt. Gov. Richard P. Celeste of Lakewood
is the only announced candidate for the
Democratic nomination, with the March 23
filing deadline two months away.
Delaware, Ohio, evangelist Leroy
Jenkins said earlier he would seek the
nomination, but now reportedly has
decided against running.
GOP Gov. James A. Rhodes, although
not yet announced, is almost certain to
seek his party's nomination for a fourth,
four-year term. House Minority Leader
Charles F. Kurfess, R-Perrysburg, is the
only announced GOP hopeful.
James Gravelle, communications
director for the attorney general said his
boss might announce his decision later in
the week.

Gunmen kidnap European
industrialist outside home
Masked gunmen ambushed an
automobile carrying Baron Edouard-Jean
Empain in central Paris yesterday and
abducted the Belgian nobleman, who is
one of Europe's richest industrialists and
heads a giant conglomerate with interests
in the United States.
Hours after the late-morning abduction,
the 40-year-old baron's family still had not
received a ransom demand, authorities
said. There was no firm clue to whether he
was kidnapped for money or for political
motives.
Police were mobilized nationwide and at
France's borders in the hunt for Empain,
father of three and scion of a long-powerful
industrial family.
Police said Empain's chauffeur was in
severe shock after being badly beaten by
the four or five kidnappers in the wellorganized operation. The gunmen used
two trucks and a motorbike to close in on
the industrialist's car just outside his
apartment building near the Arc de
Triomphe.
Empain, whose mother was American
music hall star Rozell Rowland, is
president and managing director of the
French-Belgian Empain-Schneider industrial group of 150 companies.
The conglomerate, which has an annual
turnover of $4.5 billion, is France's only
nuclear power plant manufacturer,
building U.S. Westinghouse plants under
license, and it has large steel, shipping,
banking and machinery production interests.

ATTENTION STUDENTS
All students with National Defense/
Direct Student Loans, Nursing Loans, and
Student Development Loans, who are
graduating or leaving the University

may receive credit, lose funding
ByTomGriesser
Staff Reporter
If the BGSU Gospel Choir
becomes a credited class, it
will not receive a general fee
funding recommendation,
the Advisory Committee on
General Fee Allocations
(ACGFA) decided Friday.
ACGFA
voted
unanimously to maintain
last year's guidelines which
disallow academic or

before leaving.

Call us to make an

appointment at 372-0112
STUDENT LOAN COLLECTION OFFICE
407 ADMINISTRATION BLDG.

The choir has discussed
the possibility of receiving
credit with the College of
Musical
Arts,
choir
representative Teresa E.
Sanders told the committee.
However,
the
music
department has indicated it
will be unable to provide
funding, she said.

DR. ELDON Snyder,
professor of sociology, said if
the choir receives credit, it
should be the music
department's responsibility
to provide funding.
"If student credit hours
are generated, they (the
music department) should
fund you," he said.
However, Robert Glidden.
dean of the College of
Musical Arts, said that the

music department does not
have the money to cover the
choir's operating expenses.
"I don't have the money to
supplant that," he said of
last year's general fee
allocation.

He added that funds
generated through an increase in the department's
credit hour offerings would
be directed by the provost,
and may not be available for
the choir.

GLIDDEN SAID that one
credit hour could be given to
each student participating In
the choir if additional funds
for an instructor are made
available.

Glidden also said that
other musical groups, such
as the University Lab Band
and the Men's Chorus,
generate the majority of
their traveling expenses.

Second Season production luv' lacks polish
Review By
Jim Flick
Okay, the audience
laughed. So did this critic.
Last weekend's Second
Season production of "Luv"
was not however, well done.
Take the humor itself. The
one-liners started out and
ended pretty well, but
somewhere in the middle
there were long periods
where nothing seemed very
funny. And there were some
great comic lines in there,
too.
The humor had the
potential to be revealing, but
only succeeded in being silly.
THE CAST members
themselves-all three of
them-were not polished.
Junior Randy Haberkamp, a
newcomer to University
stage, was the best of the
trio. He was fun to watch as
Harry Berlin, a slack-jawed,
simple-minded, simpering
idiot.
However, he was only
ridiculous.
Haberkamp

ABORTIONS
Starting Rate
$125
1-24 week pregnancy
terminated by
Licensed Gynecologist
CLOSE TOOUR AREA
FINEST FACILITIES AND
MODERN TECHNIQUES

CALL TOLL FREE

800-362-1205

never got the audience involved enough with the
character to feel his pathos.
Junior David Edler consistently exaggerated his
motions
and
overdramatized his lines. We got
the point, Dave, you did not
have to make it so overstated.
Milt Manville, Edler's
character, was, for the
audience, a manipulator.
Nothing more. Not a man
caught by his definition of
love: just a cold, psychotic
little man. There was little
depth in Edler's portrayal.
The two old college
friends, Harry and Milt,
traded back and forth a wife,
Ellen, played by Cindy
Lammel. She worked best
when her character was
angry, coldly ripping up one

J

husband and later the other.
When it came to the scenes
where she fell in love, it only
was silly. In fact, it seemed
as if she was changing sides
for sex, showing little
emotion.
ALL THREE thespians
seem to have concentrated
on the external, funny or
silly characteristics of their
parts, which resulted in
superficial portrayals of the
protagonists. The audience
walked away with a picture
of three simple idiots for
whom murder would be
euthansia.
The cast-not just Edlerseemed to be overdoing
many of its gestures, holding
poses longer than necessary,
as if they wanted to make
sure the audience got the
point. Not necessary; this is
a college audience, and must

Coming: "Closing the Gaps"
A Christian Science lecture
by Christopher Plimmer, C.S.
MARK YOUR CALENDAR:
Thurs., Feb. 9, 7:00 p.m.
Ohio Suite, Union

The word at Pisgnello's is hoW
submarine sandwiches
Italian,
ham, hanf>and /cheese, salami,
salami and^he'ese, meatball, roast
beef. A sub never had it so good.

011to*

P©

203 N. Main Bowling GrMfi — 352-5lt*
FREE DELIVERY
11.70 minimum

RESEARCH
Thousands of Topics
Send foe vouf uptodaie. 160page, mail order catalog Enclose
$100 to cover pottage and
handling
RESEARCH ASSISTANCE. INC.
11322 IDAHO AVE . # 206
LOS ANGELES, CALir 90025
I2I3» 477 8474
Our retra'ch papen are to'd to'
ittMrcjIi PurpOWlOnlv

How can we
help you?
LETTER
HEADS
ENVELOPES
RESUMES
BUSINESS
CARDS
INVOICES
NCR FORMS
FLYERS
BROCHURES

SCORE

FOLD
STAPLE
COLLATE
PAD
STITCH
CUT&TRIM
PERFORATE

...to name a
few ways!

Ill SOUTH MAIN ST.
152 5>6I

Our services
are many, so
give us a call.
RESUME'S
TYPED &
PRINTED

be given credit for having
some perception.
These faults may be
because "Luv" was Linda
Koenig's first full production
as a director. The production lacked the polish a more
experienced director can
bring to a production.
The cast, also, was
somewhat less than veteran.
Lammel, who is not a
University student, had not
been on stage for nine
months, while the two men
have few productions to their

credit in their two and a half
years here.
The set looked unfinished.
It was supposed to look like a
rough, mid-town New York
City park, with graffitti and
old paint, but succeeded only
in looking as if someone
forgot to paint it.
Second Season is supposed
to be experimental, open not
only to different techniques
but to newcomers to stage,
backstage and directing.
"Luv," more than any other
production this year looked
like an amateur show.

&SSXQES41

HOW CAN YOU
CLOSE THE GAPS
IN YOUR LIFE?

Subs
The Won*..

Winter Quarter 1978 MUST make an
exit Interview appointment with the
Student Loan Collection Office

curricular programs from
obtaining funding recommendations.

At Pagliai's, choose from 1/3 loaf or full loaf
subs...hot or cold. Take home, call for or come
in and treat yourself to the best in subs...from
Pagliai's.
Remember...sub a dub a don...all our subs for
you...at Pagliai's.

Free delivery
Ph. 352-7571
•PIZZA*SUBS«SPAGHETTI*LASAGNA«SALADS

PoglioTs
943 S. Mam
Bowling Grt«n

0*&-^'0*^i+<^*0~&<^*&*&*&*^'&-^i&-^*&'^^«*«^^m^*^<*&i^<*'^<^<0-&i>*<'+'^^-+^:-0

BGSU Gospel Choir
Presents
"Festival of Choirs"
BGSU Grand Ballroom
University Union
Wed., Jan. 25,1978 8 P.M.
Free Admission
Featuring: Indiana Ave. Baptist Church
Young Adult Choir
Calvary Baptist Church
Young Adult Choir
Akron University Gospel Choir
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Local Briefs

Where Thrifty Shopping is a Pleasure"

THE
Great Scot MEAT
PEOPLE!
■AMR

fRItNDLY FOOD STORES

PRICES GOOD THROUGH JAN. 30
WE RESERVE QUANTITY RIGHTS

Clarification

Coffeehouse sign-up

In last Thursday's News, it was reported that Ben
McGuire, director of the student recreation center, said
that if intercollegiate athletes and physical education
majors serve on the Rec Center council they may have
biases as to which students should have priority to use the
center.

Auditions for the Union Activities Organization's (UAO)
weekly coffeehouse will be held at 8 p.m. today and
tomorrow. Sign-up is in the UAO office, third floor, Union.

Student breakfast
The Union Activities Organization (UAO) is sponsoring
a breakfast with University President Hollis A. Moore,
Jr., at 8:15 a.m. tomorrow. The breakfast is limited to 17
students on a first-come, first-served basis. Sign-up is in
the UAO office, third floor. Union.

McGuire actually said that after speaking to several
University organizations he sensed some sentiment from
students that intercollegiate athletes and physical
education majors may have biases.

by Garry Trudeau
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Campus Calendar Is a daily listing of campus events
(meetings, lectures and entertainment), provided as a ser
vice to readers. Unless otherwise noted, the events are free
and open to the public. To submit a listing. Campus Calendar
forms are available at the News office, 106 University Halt.
372-3003. There is no charge for submitting events to this
section.
TUESDAY

,liW w«J_

Meetings

'iimn

UB.

Prayer meeting- 12:30 1 p.m., Taft Room, Union. Sponsored
by Inter Varsity Christian Fellowship.

PK.

Residence Life Association--6 p.m., River Room, Union.

UAT

HO COUPON
NICWSARY_

. PUD

STAR KIST^
TUNA_ &P

WMH WAY
PIZZA
MIX

Child and Family Development Club 7 p.m.. Living Center,
Home Economics Bldg.
Stock Market Club -7:30 p.m., White Dogwood Suite, Union
Phil Cllnard of Mid American Bank will speak on bank
management.
La Union de Estudlantes Latinos-7:30 p.m., 307 Hanna Hall.
Phi Beta Lambda 7:30 p.m., 113 Business Administration
Bldg. Open to business education and secretarial ma ior s.
Women In Business-a p.m., Faculty Lounge, Union. Sarah
Fisher, public relations official for Owens Corning will speak.
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$129 CHUCK ROAST LB

I

IOR CHUCK STEAK
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KITCHEN CREATIONS
GREAT SCOT'S DELI QUALITY ALWAYS
PERSONAL SERVICE WITH A SMILE!
GREAT SCOTS
EXTRA LEAN

ECKRICH
QUALITY FIRST
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ALL BEEF OR

6REAT SCOrS BAKERY-QUALITY ALWAYS
HOME BAKED GOODNESS WITH A SMILE!

TRY OUR HOME BAKED
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APPLE CHERRY CARAMEL CINNAMON
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99
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BOWLING GREEN
7 A.M.-MIDNIGHT DAILY
10 A.M. -8 P.M. SUNDAY

GreatScot
fKKNOlY FOOD STORES

Lectures and Classes
"Educational Occupational Goal Setting Strategies" -3:30-5
p.m.. Capital Room, Union
Sponsored by Personal
Development and Life Planning Center for those who signed
up.
"Hereafter Speculations" (Continued Learning Workshop)-7:30-9:30 p.m.. Center for Continued Learning, 194 S. Main St.
A discussion of life after death. Preregistration required, S3
fee.
Entertainment
Faculty swim 11:30 a.m. 13:30 p.m., Natatorium. Admission
35 cents.
Leather Shop -2 6 p.m., ground floor, Offenhauer West. There
is a fee for leather.
Gymnastics 7 p.m.. North Gym.
Kent State.

BGSU women's team vs.

Hockey 7:30p.m., Ice Arena. BGSU vs. Notre Dame.
UAO Coffeehouse auditions-8 p.m.. Carnation Room, Union.
For local talent nights, Feb. 33-34.
Student swim -8: 30 10 p.m. .Natatorium. Admission 35 cents.

Classifieds

1121/2
PLEASE P'

Design Club -8: X p.m.. Health Center, second floor. Trip to
Cincinnati will bedlscussed.
Student Builders Association 9 p.m., 10 Technology Bldg.

LOST & FOUND
Lost-Little Toby three Toes.
Small light tan dog, has only 3
toes on both back feet. Please
call Gina, 353-4316 or Trailer
17, Howard Trailer Park.
Wallet found at Stad. View
Shopping Center. 353-4693.
Identify to claim.
SERVICESOFFERED
Pregnancy Aid & Understanding. EMPA. Emotional
Material Pregnancy Aid. 35393938.352 1488.
Sound systems. Don't have a
party-create an event. We will
tailor the sounds to fit your
needs. Check us out I CallJohn352 8221.
The
Music
Machine
Professional Sound Systems.
All Sorts of Parties 8. Party
Services. 352 2900.
PERSONALS
Sue Holmes, glad to see you
are up 8, around & feeling
better. Love, Your Phi Mu
Sisters.
We didn't mean to forget you.
Congratulations to Brenda
Smock, Pledge Trainer, Tracy
Roberts & Sherry Walker,
Asst. Pledge Trainers; & Pam
■letters 8. Laura Reinklng,
Asst. Ruth Chairman. Love,
Your Phi Mu Sisters.
Congratulations
Sherry
Walker for being selected
Ronoh of the week. Love, your
Phi Mu Sisters.
Winter Quarter Blues? I Let
WFAL brighten up your day I
Request line. 3 2418.
Roses to Klalbs & B Bop for
their open rush efforts,
uparalleled
patience
s.
tremendous enthusiasm. You
two are worth a million. Love.
your Alpha Pelt Sisters.
Quickly approaching you will
find a winter formal that's one
of a kind. Only a short month

from this very day is when the
Alpha Delts 8. their men will
get rowdy 8, play!
Congratulations Swede on your
Omega
Psi
Phl-Chi
O
engagement. 1515 Boys Luv
Yal I
"We will we will rock youl"
WINDFALL RADIO 680 AM
REQUEST LINE 2 2418.
Cattle roundup at the W.O.
1515 Club. All Phi Mu's are
urged to attend.
Congratulations Lame Duck-6
times in M hours! Waddling

Dove.
Delts: You gave us a big
fright, on Hell night Thursday
night, we were wined & dined,
and everything came out fine.
Thanks alot, new "III sis"
actives.
Congratulations Babsl The
Brothers of Sigma Chi will give
Tim the Anchor when he takes
the Big Splash.
Congratulations Pat ft, Nancy
on your Sigma Chl-Chl Omega
pinning. We can't wait for the
Spring' Thaw. Brothers of
Sigma Chi.
To the Alpha Xl's. Thanks for a
great lob during Rush.
Brothers of Sigma Chi.
Lir Sis Rush Sigma Nu-Tues..
Jan. 34. 7:30. Open to all who
are interested. See you there!
WANT6D
~
1 F. rmmte. to share top of
house. Immed. opening, S60 a
month, a, util. N. Prospect. 353
7176.
M. rmmte. to share 2 bedrm.
apt. 353 9694.
I or 3 rmmtes. for Spr. Qtr.
Close to campus. Call 353-3698.
Rmmte. needed. 353 1431.
Male needs room near campus
for rest of Winter & Spring
Qtrs. Immediately. 373-3371.
1 M. rmmte. for Wtr. & Spr.

Qtrs. S80 a month, incl. util.
373 5964.
1 M. rmmte. to share apart
ment. 353-6383.
1 F. rmmte. needed Immed. or
for Spr. Qtr. to share Ig. apt.
All exp. less than $100 a month.
353-5704.
1 F. rmmte. needed Spr. Qtr.
Total rent. $145. 6th St. Call
353 4735.
FOR SALE
Nikon lenses, 80 to 200 zoom,
28mm wide angle. 372-3386.
Flrewood-$35 per truck load.
Delivered. 353 6733, If no answer, try again. 13953 Kramer
Rd. betweem BG 8, Portage.
$30 per face cord, if you come
a, get It.
1973 14x65 Fairmont, 3bedrm.,
skirted, appliances. 15 mln.
from BG. 86,700. 669 6481.
1975 Datsun 610 wagon. 11.00
ml. rust proofed, 4 spd.. stereo
radio, radial fires a, excell. gas
mileage. 6699463.
1973 Chev. Impala custom
coupe, mint cond , no rust,
seen one winter, power
steering a, air cond., vinyl
roofed, 350 V8, new radial
white wall tires, just had a
major tune-up & has low
price-reasonable. Ph. eve's
after 7.419 669 9473.
3 Nova BB Floor Spkrs. 1 yr.
old-lifetime warranty.
100
watts
peak
handling
capability.
$190.00
pr.,
originally $280.00 pr. Call 3726331 or 373-6937.
Free kitten. FOUND IN
SNOWSTORM.
PLEASE
HELP.655-2329 eves.
2 microphones 8, stand, amplifier mixer combination In
excell. cond. 373 1635.
Across from campus 10x50
mobile home. Appliances, AC,
8, shed, good cond. Why pay
high rent when you can buy

this for only $3900 or offer. 353
0100.
FOR RENT
3 bedrm. home avail. Immediately. $200 a month, small
pets allowed & 1 car garage.
Call 352 2817. Near campus.
House unfurn. yrs. lease. 303 S.
Prospect. 353 3611.
1,2,3, bedrm. furn. apt. For
Fall & Summer. 256 S. College.
353-3611.
BG AptS. 818 8. 2nd St. 3
bedrm. furn. with AC, gas
heat. $340 a month school yr. or
$380a month, yr. lease. All util.
includ. except elec. Model apt.
B 2, 833. 352-3303 or 353 7454.
3 bedrm. apt. 353 8333 till 5:30,
352 2356 after 6.
2 f. rmmtes. needed to sublease an apt. Spr. Qtr. 353-8737.
Near campus.
Mid-Am Manor now leasing for
Summer & Fall. Call 352 4380
between 2 6 lor an appt.
1 or 2 people, furn. apt., $190 a
month, util. Includ. Avail. Feb.
1st. Call 352 1363.
Rockledge Manor. Furn. apt.,
2 bedrms. & 3 full bathrms.
Call 352 3841 after 2:00.
Sorry, we ar« all filled up for
the Fall of 1978 at 530 E. Reed
8. 535 E. Merry. We do have
openings at 834 6th St. at $2(0
per month & 32fv>, 332VS It
336'J S. Main at S160-$190 per
month. Please call Al Newlove
at 353 5163.
'
Buff Apartments now renting
for Fall 8, Summer '78. All util.
paid except electric. Bike shed
Included. 3 bedrm., one block
from campus. 352 3915.
1 bedrm. apt. unfurn., car
peted. avail, now. 3531100.
Need 3 people to sublease apt.
Spr. Qtr. Call 353 3303.
1 F. for Spr. Qtr. Cheap, nice
apt. Call 353 6996.
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Wrifing lab sharpens students' skills
By Cheryl Geichke
Staff Reporter
Whether a writing problem
lies in basic composition or
in a specific area such as
spelling, the University
Writing Lab can help
students polish their skills,
according
to Director
Donald Heneghan.

variety of strengths and
weaknesses, Heneghan said.
Since there is a one-to-one
relationship in the lab,
students can concentrate on
specific areas in which they
are having trouble, he said.

"The program is individualized and we can
work on improving the
students' skills, based on
their own needs," he said.

Since its inception in
spring 1976, the lab has
grown from serving 67 to 400
students each quarter. At
first, users were referred to
the lab by English 111 and
112 instructors, but now
about half come on their
own, Heneghan said.

CLASSROOM instruction
alone often is insufficient, as
many students have a

"Word of mouth seems to
be the biggest way of increasing the number of

students using the lab."
Assistant Director Marilyn
S. K ramp said.
"I just found out about it
because of a poetry class I'm
taking and then I asked
around and heard it was a
good program," junior Linda
Katona said.
"I WAS IMPRESSED that
they knew me when I came
in and they've been real
helpful," she said. "I'll
probably come back next
quarter to have them read
over my papers."
Heneghan said that some
students who are referred to

the lab initially are reluctant
to visit It. "They make one
appointment as a kind of
testing ground and after the
first session, they usually
come back," he said.
Rick Pavsek, freshman,
said his English 112 instructor suggested he attend
the lab for most of this
quarter.
"He told me I probably
wouldn't pass the course if I
didn't come. I was hesitant
at first, but if it helps me
pass the course it will
definitely be worth it," he
said.
Instructors from any
department
can
refer

Placement Schedule

Feb.*
David J. Joseph. Brokerage
representative: B or Mm:irki-tini: or business administration. Administrative
trainee: B or M-accounting.
Irfo Graphics. Marketing
and sales representative: Bany major interested in
marketing or sales.

countant: B-acccounting.
Johnson & Johnson Baby
Products. Entry level sales
representative: B-business or
marketing. Position may call
for relocation within one year.
Kroger Company. Retail
store management trainee: B
or M-business or any major
with a strong interest in sales.
March and June grads.
The
May
Company.
Management trainee: Bmarketing, management, or
fashion merchandising.
State Farm Insurance.
Programmer-analyst: B orMcomputer
science,
informations systems, or any
major with a minimum of nine
hours of data processing.
The Timken Company. Steel
operations: B-industrial
management.
Bearing
operations: B-industrial
management. Computer
science:
B-lnformation
systems or computer science.
Accountant: B-accounting.

Feb. 7
Arthur Young & Co. Stall
accountant:
B
or
Maccountlng.
Dayton Power It Light.
Programmer-analyst:
Binformation systems or
computer science. Staff ac-

Feb. 7 and 8
M.
O'Nell
Company.
Executive merchandising
trainee:
B-marketing,
management, retailing, or
fashion merchandising.
Feb. 8
Dana
Corp.
Internal

Sign-up will be held on
Wednesday from 7:30 to 8:30
a.m. for non-school schedules
(business,
government,
agencies
and
graduate
schools) and Thursday from 67 p.m. for school schedules will
be in the Forum of the Student
Services Bldg.
A data sheet must be turned
in at the time of sign-up. In
addition, students must turn in
two data sheets (or resumes)
to establish a credential file or
they will not be allowed to
interview.
BUSINESS

auditor: B-accounting.
Del.uxe Check Printers.
Management trainee: B-any
major.
Huntington
Bank.
Management trainee: Bbusiness.
Louisville Insulating &
Supply.
Estimator:
Bconstruction technology.
Teledyne
Ohio
Steel.
General Management: BorMbusiness. Production and
operations management: B or
M-business.
Feb. 8 and 9
Marine Corps. Recruiting in
University Hall corridor.
Standard Oil of Ohio. Sales
and marketing positions: Bbusiness administration or
economics.
Feb. 9
Central Mutual Insurance.
Administrative trainee: Bgeneral business, economics,
insurance, management and
marketing.
Central National Bank.
Corporate banking trainee:
MBA with concentration in
accounting-finance.
Branch
management trainee:Baccoun ting-finance.
Prestollte. Computer

programmers:
B-computer
science
or
information
systems. March and June
grads.
State Savings. To be announced.
Feb. 10
Chevron Chemical. District
sales representatives far
agricultural fertiliser: Bprefer business. Agricultural
background helpful but not
required.
Price
Waterhouse.
Accounting, audit, tax: BorMaccounting.
SCHOOLS
Feb. 8
I.or.-nn City Schools. Special
ed.. math, science, English,
vocational home economics,
vocational business education,
French, Spanish, art, ladustrlal arts, ed. media
(library!, music (vocal and
instrumental), girl's phys. ed.

the

lab,

THE LAB'S GOALS not
only are to improve writing
skills, but also to show
students how to start
research papers and prepare
resumes and letters of application, Heneghan said.
"Whatever the needs of the
students are, that's what we
will direct our attention to,"
he said.
Feedback is plentiful at
the lab. Students offer their
reactions and instructors
add input. Teachers are free
to attend the lab and check
how particular students are
doing. Some also send
progress reports to the lab
staff, as to how students
perform in class.
Heneghan's staff consists
of his assistant, four halftime tutors and students
enrolled in writing lab internship and writing lab
practicum classes.
Most of the student tutors
have a good background in
compostion and have had
experience teaching, Kramp
said.
"We give them guidelines
and suggestions for tutoring

on a one-to-one basis,"
Heneghan added.
He said he plans to sponsor
workshops in the future and

attend classes to make more
students aware of the lab.
Located in University
Hall, it is open from 8:30

a.m. to 4:30 p.m. Monday
through Friday and from
5:30 to 7:30 p.m. Monday
through Thursday.

NEED HELP WRITING essays, term papers or proficiency leftrf Here, Cecilia
Williams, freshman, is learning lo Improve her H ritiiu; skills Inini graduate assistant
Kona Glass. The writing lab. in 100 UahrersH) Hall, is open 8 a.m. In 5 p.m. Monday
through Friday and 5:30 to 7-.:i0p.m. Monday through Thursday.

SGA sponsors energy contest
During the University's Energy Conservation Week, Jan.
23-27, the Student Government Association I SGA) is sponsoring an energy idea contest.
According to SGA Senator Robert E. Wagner, students
may send any idea that would save the University energy,
money and is practical to Energy Ideas. 405 Student Services, in care of SGA.
Entries will be judged Friday. Gift certificates to the
University Bookstore for $50, $25 and $10 will be awarded to
the winners by University President Hollis A. Moore Jr. iri
McFall Center on Jan. 30.

January 25-Jt
8 p.m.
Main Auditorium
B.G. Students
SI.00 with I. D.
A Bowling Green
State University
Theatre Production
For Reservations and
Intormation visit the
Box Olfice in u Hall
or Telephone 372 2719
weekdays
Tickets
available at the door
after ' p .m, on per
jrits
^
lormance nights

-&*&*^&*&^&*&*&**-&>*&*&*&*&*&*&\

Meet the representative from
MADELEINE MONO

Feb. 9
Springfield City Schools.
Elementary education,
secondary and special ed.
Toledo City Schools. Will
Interview all secondary areas.

Hey?! There's
a free Pepsi
in this cup.
Order any large pizza and you
can get up to 4 free Pepsi's. If
you order a small pizza, you can
get 2 free Pepsi's - no coupon
necessary - all you have to do
is ask.

students
to
Heneghan said.

cosmetics. Learn the secret of
beautiful eyes. Meet Miss Judi,
Wed., Jan. 25, 11 -4 p.m.
in LaSalle's Cosmetic Department.
Please call for app't. 352-3565
Hours: For your convenience
Daily 10-7 Sat. 10-5

LASALLBS

Sandy's
Hobby Center
139 W. Wooster St., B.G.
Phone: 352-0003
Featuring: Fkuner Football, for
night-time ploy. Frubee-Tournament
Woilrl. Proffesional, Supper I'ro,
and Regular, and Wnr Garnet
Abo:
Trains & Accessories •
Doll House Furniture • Models •
Radio Control Equipment •
Slot Cars and Tracks •
Rockets * Paints • Glue *
Cement • Stomps & Coin Accessories

1616 E.Wooster
Call us for fast,
free delivery.
Hours:
4:30-1 OO Sunday-Thursday
4:30-2:00 Friday-Saturday

CASEY'S
ORIGINAL

HAMBURGERS
Featuring

"MADE TO ORDER"
Hamburgers

We've added an
electronic perming
{system to our staff.]
The most advanced
scientific instrument a hairdresser
has ever used for permanent waving.

from

Fresh Never Frozen
100% Beef

SJfL",
Since this new advanced elecj-» hv
ironicurinstrument is programmed
A>
y° hairdresser for your exact
, V Kind of hair and hair condition.
Sensor Perm gives us incredible
flexibility and opportunities to do
new things with and for your hair
Call us today for an appointment
with Sensor Perm See what excitement
the future holds for your hair

For your convenience
use our Pick-Up Window
Located at
1025 N. MAIN, BOWLING GREEN

ESTHER'S BEAUTY SALON

OPEN DAILY

344 South Main

SUN.-THURS. - 10:30 a.m. - 10:00 p.m.
FRI. & SAT. - 10:30 a.m. - 11:00 p.m.

Ph: 352-3845
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Snowed out

Still atop CCHA with 8-2 record

leers gain split at St. Louis
By Terry Goodman
Sports Editor
ST. LOUIS-It's called the Gateway to the West, but for the
Bowling Green hockey team, maybe St. Ixmis should be
tabbed the Gateway to the Central Collegiate Hockey
Association (CCHA) Championship.
The Falcons took a major step toward the CCHA title
Sunday with a convincing 5-2 triumph over the Billikens at
the Checkerdome.
The triumph gave BG a two-game-series split, and frankly,
that's just what Coach Ron Mason had in mind.
Considering the Falcons hadn 't won a regular-season game
In St. Louis since 1972 and, that the Billikens boasted an incredible 37-2-1 league record at home, just one victory would
have been satisfactory.
The Falcons, now 17-6 overall and ranked fifth in the
nation, will try to keep their school record 12-game win
streak Intact tonight by hosting Notre Dame at 7:30.
AND THE CCHA leaders got it after losing Friday night. 50. It was the first time BG had been blanked in 69 games, but
there was a lesson learned. Mason went over the dreaded
video tape of the opener and found some key points to improve on.
"I believe we picked up a few things that are going to help
us," Mason said Saturday after an afternoon workout. "I feel
pretty good now after practice. If that's {Friday night I the
best they can play, I know we can beat them."
Video tape showed that the Falcons (a) weren't getting
back fast enough on defense, i b) weren't changing directions
when bringing the puck out of their own end and (c) weren't
dumping the puck in deep on offense, thus not getting all five
men in the St. Louis zone.
The three-part alteration was put to use Sunday and
worked wonders. The only problem, however, was getting
that first goal. St. Louis managed just 13 shots on goal the
entire game, but jumped ahead midway through the first
period.
"I was worried," Mason admitted. "1 said to myself 'oh no,
not another one of those games,' but it i the early goal) didn't
shake us. Maybe we're more of a seasoned team. We didn't
panic and kept playing our game."

STEVE DA WE finally broke the ice at 16:14 to knot the
game and charge up BG. In the next two minutes, Dave
Easton and Bruce Newton added goals to put the Falcons
ahead, 3-1.
"It was about time one rolled in, instead of out," Dawe
smiled. "When Harty (Mike Hartman) went behind the net
and passed the puck to me in front, I knew I had a goal on my
stick."
Dawe stroked the puck on St. Louis goaltender Brian
O'Connell's pads and it trickled in to start the fireworks.
Easton fakedO'Connellout of position on a 2-on-l break to
score and then Yves Pelland won a faceoff 30 seconds later,
enabling Bruce Newton to drive in BG's third goal.
"The puck was just sitting there," Newton explained. "The
draw came out and I was blocked out by the defenseman and
a winger. But they both skated right by me and I was all
alone."
THE TEAMS traded goals in the middle period, but the
Falcons still were in control. BG's strong defense and the fine
play of its four lines kept the Billikens' attack floundering.
St Louis took eight minutes to get its first shot on goal in
the first period, six minutes in the middle period and four
minutes into the third. Falcon netminder Brian Stankiewicz
had to stop just 11 shots.
The Billikens' second shot on goal in the last period was
with 5:39 left in the game. That came on a power-play attempt, but 49 seconds later, Easton scored a short-handed
goal, after stealing the puck at the red line and skating past
two defenders.
BG's entire bench unloaded to mob Easton, who returned
after a three-week layoff because of a bruised kidney.
"He (O'Connell) came out at me, so I just deaked him,"
Easton said. "Basically, we worked hard. Everybody did a
good job-that's all you have todo.
"THE PUCK FINALLY started bouncing right for us. The
first night, we had a lot of opportunities, but it didn't go in.
That killed us."
Outside of the many chances BG had in Friday's loss, it
was nailed with a flurry of second-period penalties. Four of
them kept the Falcons two men down for four minutes, which
resulted in two St. Louis goals. That gave the Billikens a 34)
lead to take into the final period.
"I can't find an answer for Friday," Pelland offered. "It
maybe was a lack of concentration. We may have been
nervous, but the puck wasn't rolling our way."
"I still think we're a better team than them," Pelland
added. "We can get better, too. Each line has something to
work at. We can get more goals. When we work, the other
teams are going to have a tough time beating us."
The Falcons now are 8-2 in the CCHA and hold a three-point
lead over the rest of the league. That, in itself, may be pretty
hard to beat.

W-L-T

TEAM
BOWLING GREEN
Northern Michigan
St. Louis
Western Michigan
Lake Superior
OhioState

8-2-0
6-5-1
5-5-0
4-7-1
4-6-0
4-6-0

PTS
16
13
10
9
8
8

GF
49
44
41
55
37

M

Friday Night
Bowling Green 0 0 0-0
St. Louis 1 2 2 -- S
First Period: 1. SI,. Pitcher iMurphy) 3:26. Second Period: 2.
SI., Pitcher (Murphy, Goegan) 10:16: 3. SI., Lawrence iKeeler,
Durocher) 10:27. Third Period: 4. SL. Goegan (Major,
Lawrence) 2:00; 5.SL.Kryzer (unassisted) 19:50.
Shots on Goal: SI. 24. BG 26. A-5.C64.
Sunday Afternoon
Bowling Green 3 1 1 - i
St

I.,u I.

1

I

ii

■

■

First Period: 1. SL, Goegan t Major. Jackson I 10:20; 1. BG,
Dawe (Murphy. Hartman) 16:14: 2. BG, Easton (Shutt. T.
Newton) 17:42; 3.BG.B. Newton (Pelland) 18:12.Second Period:
4. BG, T. Newton lEaston, Shutt) 10:05; 2. SL. Murphy i Olson.
Murray) 14:38. Third Period: 5. BG, Easton lunassistedl 15:10.
Shots onGoal: SI. 13. BG 29. A-3.406.

Eight of the 11 Bowling Green teams scheduled for
action this past weekend found themselves inactive due
to the inclement weather conditions.
The men's basketball game versus Mid-American
Conference rival Ohio University, originally slated for
Saturday, has been rescheduled for Feb. 6. The women's
team will battle Youngstown State in a preliminary
game beginning at 5 p.m.
The only other sporting event to be cancelled at
Bowling Green was Saturday's gymnastics meet against
Kent State.
HOWEVER, ALL but two of the teams scheduled for
road events were snowed out.
The men's swimming team had two meets cancelled:
an invitational at Notre Dame Friday; and a dual meet
at Northern Illinois Saturday.
Other cancellations this past weekend were: the
woman swimming team's invitational at Waterloo. Ont.;
the synchronized swimming team's College Association
meet at Columbus; the women's indoor track team at
the Ohio State Invitational at Columbus; and the
wrestling team's scheduled invitational at Ohio State.

Unbeaten gymnasts at home tonight
Bowling Green's unbeaten
women's gymnastics team
will be facing its toughest
test of the season tonight
when it hosts Kent State and
Youngstown State in the
North Gym at 7.
The meet was originally
scheduled as a dual with
Kent, but when snow forced
postponement
of
last
Friday's
meet
with
Youngstown, the Penguins

were added to the meet.

But it appears Kent State
will be the Falcons main
concern.
"We're not trying to fool
ourselves in hoping we can
beat Kent," Coach Charles
Simpson said.
"THEY ARE a strong,
well-coached team," he
added, "We'll have to be
really on and they'll have to

be really off for us to do well
against them."
Simpson's concern stems
from the fact his team is less
experienced than Kent State.
"Most of the girls are
freshmen, and it takes a few
years to start performing
well," he said. "Most of the
girls at Kent have one or two
years of regional and
national experience.
"On our team, only Lori

Bob Lunn's first-place
finish in the mile and Joe
Hitter's first-place mark of
46' 11" in the triple jump were
the Falcon highlights in the
Eastern
Michigan
Invitational last Friday.
Lunn's time of 4:11.8
netted him first place in the
mile. Ritter's effort was a
personal best in the triple
jump, surpassing his best
mark last year of 46' 11",

which was a school record
for a Freshman.
"We're finding out where
our strengths are," indoor
track coach Mel Brodt said.
"We are just going to work
hard and hope for the best."
BITTER PLACED fourth
in the long jump with a 22' 6"
leap, which also exceeded
his best mark of 22' 5V4" last
season. John Zurer's 44' 9"

also gave the Falcons a
fourth-place finish in the
triple jump.
Ivor Emmanuel placed
second in the 600-meter
event with a time of 1:13.1,
which topped his best mark
last year by one-tenth of a
second.
Chet Bowers
finished fourth in the 1,500
meter run to complete the
list of Falcons who placed
individually.

A second-half rally fell short
as the Bowling Green
women's basketball team lost
to Kent State, 73-72, Saturday.
Trailing 46-35 at the Intermission, BG outscored the
visiting Golden Flashes 22-6 in
the first 10 minutes to lead 5754.
The lead changed hands for
the remainder of the half, with
Kent pulling ahead 73-70 with
18 seconds remaining. A
Jenny Gill set shot brought the
Falcons within a point with 11
seconds to go.

Overall Records

Last Weekend's Results
Bowling Green 0-5, St. Louis 5-2. Northern Michigan 5-3.
Lake Superior 2-2, Western Michigan vs. Ohio State, postponed due to inclement weather.

Overall

TEAM

W-L

per.

W-L

Toledo University
Miami University
Northern Illinois
Central Michigan
Eastern Michigan
Ohio University
BaU State
Western Michigan
Kent State
BOWLING GREEN

5-1
4-1
4-2
3-3
2-2
2-3
2-4
2-4
2-4
1-3

.833
.800
.667
.500
.500
.400
.333
.333
.333
.250

15-2
9-5
6-9

UNABLE TO INBOUND the
ball, Kent was forced to turn
over the possession to the
Falcons. BG managed one
final shot by Charissa Urbano
that rolled around the rim and
fell out at the buzzer.
"The girls really played
well," praised BG coach Nora
Liu. "As long as we play well
and improve, then I don't
mind the score."
"I knew Kent was fast and
tough, but I didn't know about
the tall girl they had. She and
the sharp-shooter were what
hurt us."

8-7
5-9
8-6
6-8
5-9
3-12
3-11

last Weekend's Results
Toledo 96, Ball State 75; Central Michigan 64, Western
Michigan 55; Kent State 63, Northern Illinois 62; Bowling
Green vs. Ohio University and Miami vs. Eastern Michigan,
both postponed due to inclement weather.

Tuesday
Family Night Buffet
Newsphotoby Yu Kwan Lee

HANDS OFF!-Bobbi Little, surrounded by three Kent State defenders,
tries to find a way out during weekend action. It may not look that way,
however, as all four women seem to have a "hands off the basketball"
policy.

ABORTION
$150.00

Rattie's Tobacco Shop
Imported Cigarettes

TOLL FREE
9 am 10 p.m.

1 -800-438-8039

Featuring: Sh«r Bidi. Rorhmons.
MacOonolds,

Goulois.s.

Export. Gitina*. Old Navy, Dunhill.

W. alto carry:

Pipes, cigars, hand blandod tobaccos, and repair pipes
All the pizza and salad you can eat — $2.19
(kids under 11 — 15 cents per year)

Enjoy the spectacular variety of pizza
(thick and thin crust), the fresh, crispy greens
from the salad bar and your choice of
dressing and other fixin's.

Every Tuesday night from 5 to 9 p.m.
Don't miss it!

ion

We've got .1 feeling
you're gonna like u*.
Open Monday through Thursday 11.00 am to Midnight
Friday and Saturday 1 MX) a.m. to 1:30 a.m.. and
Sunday 12:00 p.m. to Midnight

As a team the Falcons
placed third in the sprint
medley and fourth in the twomile relay.
"We did about as well as I
expected," Brodt said. "The
competition was thinned a
bit because of the weather,
but I think we wilWmprove in
the next few weeks."
The team's next test will
be Friday at the Notre Dame
Invitational.

Gal's rally falls short

28
48
38
54
43
45

Conference

Vasil currently holds the
best performance in allaround competition with a
32.9, and In floor exerices
and
beam.-STEVE
SADLER

Lunn,Ritter get firsts to lead tracksters

GA

Bowling Green 17-6, Northern Michigan 17-6-1, St. Louis
15-10-1, Western Michigan 11-12-1, Lake Superior 15-9, Ohio
State 11-11-1.

Brady and Cheril Vasil have
had similiar experience.''
The Falcons have finished
behind the Flashes in the
state championships for the
past three years.

139W.WoosterSt.,BG
Phone: 352-0003
^e>ie»«t»ea>«»>«B»«g^

RMhVt Tobweo Stwf
"•S*

EDITORIAL REBUTTAL

ATTENTION!!!
All BGSU Females
Win A Free Date To New York City
Over Spring Break.
for more information
CALL A.S.Hardie 3528092
•&&*
-a*.

THE "TALL GIRL" that
she was referring to was a 6-4
center Margie Zezuliwicz, who
poured in 19 points and
collected 19 rebounds. The
"sharpshooter" was forward
Kathy Tedrick, who scored 22
points and grabbed 15
rebounds.
Leading the Ladybirds
attack was Charissa Urbano
with 22 points, followed by
Bobbi Little (18), and Sue
Telljohann (10).
BG, now 2-3 on the year,
faces Ohio University in a
noon game in Athens Saturday. -BOBRENNEY

BGSU
GAY UNION
meetings every Wednesday

at 7:30 p.m.
In the Faculty Lounge, Union
EVERYONE WELCOME
Meetings, Business
& Discussion

